Syllogisms [1-20]

1. Charlie is a hustler.
   All hustlers are greedy.
   Charlie is ________

2. No cats are immortal.
   Polly is a cat.
   Polly is ________

3. All Planets revolve around the Sun.
   Earth is a planet.
   Earth must ________

4. All Dogs are cats
   Rover is a Dog.
   Therefore Rover is also a ________

5. All green aliens drink green tea.
   All Robots are green aliens.
   All Robots must ________

6. All spotted leopards have poor eyesight.
   All the leopards at the zoo are spotted.
   All leopards at the zoo must ________

7. All poodles are small.
   Some poodles are white.
   Some white poodles ________
Syllogisms [8-14] pg2

- No babies can talk intelligently.
- No speakers are babies.
- All speakers can ______

8

- All verbs are adjectives.
- Some nouns are adjectives.
- Some nouns must be verbs? (True or False?)

9

- All snails crawl
- Some amphibians are snails
- Some amphibians ______

10

- No scholars are Greeks
- All mortals are scholars.
- No mortals are Greek (True or False?)

11

- Some polynomials are squares.
- All Squares are equilaterals.
- Are all equilaterals necessarily polynomials? (Yes or No?)

12

- All musicians play the bagpipes well.
- Ian Doesn't play the bagpipes.
- Can Ian be a musician? (Yes or No?)

13

- All good things must pass.
- Some Children are good.
- Some Children have passed. (True or False?)

14
Syllogisms [15-20]  pg3

- All sisters are nuns.
- Some geese are sisters.
- All geese must be nuns. (True or False?)

- Some trains have whistles.
- Some whistles are blue.
- Some trains are blue. (True or False?)

- Some thinking men are smart.
- Some people are men.
- Some people are ______

- No iron metals are heavy.
- All cups are made of iron.
- All cups are_______

- All iron metals are heavy.
- Some cups are made of iron.
- Some cups ________

- Socrates is Greek.
- All Greeks are mortal.
- Socrates is ______

- All rock music is loud.
- Some Heavy metal is rock music.
- All Heavy metal is loud? (Yes or No? )